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two words about myself

my name is miriam blasich and even 
on my surname there would be a lot 
to tell.

the families of my father and my 
mother were among those who fled 
from fiume during the war. it was 
already written in my dna a future of 
travel and removals: rome (where i 
was born), florence, Pistoia, treviso 
and gorizia where i live.

these rePeated movings were an 
oPPortunity to learn about different 
Places and lifestyles and definitely 
helPed me to see the world in a 
different way.
i learned to never take anything for 
granted and to be indePendent.

at the institute of art i learned 
the basics of design, some Painting 
techniques and drawing. after 
graduation i deePened my studies 
by attending a course on comics (in 
mestre) and graPhics (in trieste).

working for years in a comic book 
store and attending every year the 
lucca comics & games convention, i 
got to learn all about the world of 
Publishing, esPecially about the comic 
books.

i Published Anjce, my first comic book 
in 2005.
then AmArAngelo followed and 
then SAlvAnS and a new edition of 
Anjce and other self-Produced 
Pubblications.

thanks to the cooPeration with the 
magazine isonzo soča from 2005 to 
2013, i Published the comic AnjA, 
made some covers, illustrations and 
written columns and articles.

by attending the course of the 
graPhic designer and Pre-Press at 

this is my comic version!

the Professional school civiform 
cividale, i learned how to do layouts 
with indesign, draw with vectors 
with illustrator and achieve the 
Professional Photo editing results 
with PhotoshoP. 
this course introduced me to world 
of graPhics making me discover new 
skills and new ways to exPress my 
creativity. 

i like to design, Plan, draw and do 
Page layout:
logotyPes, brochures, coordinated 
corPorate image, illustrations, 
comics, brochures, books, slogans, 
text, Packaging, etc.

see myself as a graPhic designer, 
illustrator and cartoonist.

this book collects some of my most 
significant works made over the years.

other works are visible on my 
website:
www.miriamblasich.it.

 

Roma,
where I was born

Florence, primary school

Gorizia,

secondary school and the first 
two years of high school

Pistoia,where I lived while going to the

Institute of Art at Lucca

Lucca,
where I 
graduated

Cividale,

where I attended the professional 

course of graphic designer and pre-press

some stages of my 
movements.

some of my Publications.
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brochure

the brochure recurring graPhic 
elements are the silhouettes of 
Planes andclouds. Playing with 
these elements the Pages dedicated 
to Pilots are customized and 
create a graPhic design that show 
unexPected landscaPes: turning the 
brochure, as with the Planes rotate 
during figures , changes the Point 
of view and a line that was first 
vertical becomes the horizon of a 
new landscaPe.

ProPosal for the logotyPe

sketch 03 | bow and arrows

the number is derived from the 
shaPe of the bow of the logo of 
the frecce tricolori.
the frecce-arrows are 
Positioned horizontally, as in the 
original logo, and suPerimPosed 
on the 55, ready to be shot from 
said bow.
variant with garland. 

ProPosal for the logotyPe

sketch 02 | in the clouds  
the frecce tricolori flying in the sky, 
among the clouds in the shaPe of 55.
variant with garland.

ProPosal for the logotyPe

sketch 01 | airPlane 55  
i Played with the emPty sPace between 
the two number 5, creating the shaPe of 
the mb-339Pan, the frecce tricolori 
signature aircraft.

frecce tricolori 55th anniversary graPhic Project ProPosal (second Place) | gruPPo rem | 2014frecce tricolori 55th anniversary graPhic Project ProPosal (second Place) | gruPPo rem | 2014
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ProPosal for the gadgets
shoPPer bag

the design of the castle of miramare, 
along with Photos of the Planes, 
emPhasizes the bond between the fvg 
region  and the frecce tricolori and 
showcases a tourist sPot of friuli venezia 
giulia.
using an illustration rather than a Photo 
gives the Place a magical feeling but 
leaves to the tourist the Pleasure to 
discover the reality..
also the illustration makes the shoPPer a 
collector’s item and gives it more artistic 
value.

ProPosal for the gadgets
shaPed magnet

combined with tricolor leaflets, the 
magnets become a nice reminder to stick 
on the fridge door and on other suPPorts 
such as magnetic boards.
the leaflets set is Placed under the tail 
of the Plane, simulating smoke signals.

ProPosal for the gadgets
game card

the deck consists of 32 cards: 12 
Pilots, 2 land teams, 18 acrobatic 
figures and 2 with the dates of the 
events of the frecce tricolori for the 
year 2015.
each card measures 55x85 mm as a 
classic business card. this gadget is 
not only a collector’s item, but also a 
card game for one or more Players.

dePliant

the dePliant is tri-fold. the two die-cuts 
are in the shaPe of a cloud so that when 
they are closed, they overlaP and form a 
single image with a Picture inside (in front 
view). the effect is that of a theatrical 
backdroP which gives three-dimensionality 
to the whole. if Printed on thick PaPer 
the brochure can also be Positioned 
vertically.

frecce tricolori 55th anniversary graPhic Project ProPosal (second Place) | gruPPo rem | 2014 frecce tricolori 55th anniversary graPhic Project ProPosal (second Place) | gruPPo rem | 2014
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logos for tourist oPerator | intershiP at mumble design | 2014

chain reaction

at the beginning of a Passion there is 
always an idea. ProPerly cultivated, this 
idea evolves and unfolds in a thousand 
other ideas like a chain reaction that 
creates something bigger and better.

eyes on the collio

curious eyes (the tourists) PeePing 
through the hills of the collio.
the hair of the face are in the shaPe of 
collio’s hill.

the juggler

a good tour oPerator must know 
and coordinate the various customer 
requirements. a tour oPerator is like a 
skilled magician who skillfully ProPoses 
new and magical itineraries.

the vibrations

the vibrations come from two sPouses, the 
owners of the comPany. their emotions, 
their exPerience and their Professionalism 
vibrate and exPand uP to intertwine with 
themselves, creating new forms full of 
energy.

logos for a winemaker | intershiP at mumble design | 2014
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shoPPing bag

 

shoPPer for wine bottles

merchandising with logos of the winemaker | Presso mumble design | 2014logos for a winemaker | intershiP at mumble design | 2014

the road on the hill

the “b”of the logo turns into a Path on 
the hill that gently climbs uP to the tree 
on its toP.

village graPe

a bunch of graPes is transformed into a 
hill and on its toP Peeks out an ancient 
village.
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coordinated corPorate cohwa | didactic exercise | civiform | 2014  coordinated corPorate cohwa | didactic exercise | civiform | 2014  

mock-uP

Purse with keychain.
the key ring is made of felt.

letterhead

letter enveloPe  a4

letter enveloPe 11x22 cm

business card 5x5 cm
carta  cyclus Print 300 gr 

coordinated corPorate cohwa

during the course of graPhics and Pre-Press at the Professional training school civiform (cividale, school year 2013 to 2014) 
it has been ProPosed an educational exercise for the fictitious comPany “cohwa coffee”. the exercise was to achieve: logo and 
label, business card, coordinated corPorate image, merchandising and a Printed book.

logo and brand
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image for advertising on magazine

for an advertising camPaign, i decided to draw an illustration rather than using PhotograPhs. the idea was to design something 
that would be elegant and vintage, but also modern, directed to lovers of high quality coffee.
the tuft of hair that  Partially hides the woman’s face, gives it a mysterious look. in the center of the scene there is a cuP of 
cohwa coffee. i tried to Play on the reading time of the image so that the reader’s eye will be first caught first by the look of 
the woman then go on the cuP of coffee and finally on the slogan, thus concluding their visual journey.

cohwa advertising | didactic exercise | civiform | 2014  

the cohwa book

i wrote this book Pretending to do an interview with the owner of the cohwa comPany. during a triP to vienna i took the Photos 
of the diglas cafeteria that aPPear in the book. for the section dedicated to historical coffee i took the contents of the blog 
of lucio del Piccolo, a well-known collector of coffeePots (he has more than 200!). having laid out the book, i Printed the 
signatures and then i hand-bound them.
finally i made the cardboard cover and dust jacket Printed with folders to fold inward.
for the cover image i created a sPecial version of illustration made of felt.

cohwa hardcover book | didactic exercise | civiform | 2014  
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smile teeth

for this logo it was required to draw something very simPle and direct also suitable for small children, customers of this 
dentist.
the smile is an image Present in the mind of everybody, even small children. 
i thought i would use it by making some nice variations. 3 the smiles can be seen either in sequence or individually.
the meaning of the sequence of the three smiles is: dental Problem, dental care and healing.

logo and merchandising for dentist clinic | internshiP at mumble design | 2014

sandy

fliPPing through fashion magazines i 
decided to do a vector draw of a nice 
model to which clothes and accessories 
can be matched. thus sandy was born.
this is definitely the futuristic version of 
the PaPer doll.

vector illustration | 2014
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...goes south of the west

there were no sPecial requirements for the Production of this cd booklet excePt that it had to be simPle and high imPact.
i took some Pictures of the musician and his band and i have chosen to use its bust and to Portray in the background the band 
members drawn as a comic.
the booklet is tri-fold and it is also the cover for the cd itself.

cd booklet | customer: norberto violano | 2012

miriam blasich and the wonderland internshiP

the graPhics design of Pre-Press course (which i attended at the Professional training school civiform in cividale del friuli, the 
year 2013 to 2014) Provided two months of internshiP in a comPany. i went for my internshiP at the agency graPhic mumble design 
of david bevilacqua.
at the end of the internshiP, the school asked me to PrePare a rePort of the exPerience. my exPerience was so Positive that i felt 
like alice returning from wonderland.
from that feeling was born the idea of the title of the rePort, which is formatted like a storybook.

illustrated rePort | didact exercise | civiform | 2014
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illustrations | customer: city of gorizia - il Piccolo | 2006-2008

gorizia illustrated

while living in gorizia i had to draw the city  several times.
these illustrations were Published in the guidebook “non ditelo a nessuno” (Published by the city of gorizia with the 
contribution of fondazione cassa di risParmio of gorizia) and in the newsPaPer

  “il Piccolo” in the column “treasures in the city.”

jaPanese fable

during the internshiP at fabrica benetton at the dePartment of the comic, i made illustrations for a jaPanese fairy tale. the 
only directive was to avoid the use of color. so i got myself some sheets of a sPecial PaPer made with dried flowers.
i Painted various views with ink and jaPanese brush, trying to recreate the brushstrokes of jaPanese Prints. i finally scanned the 
PaPer and the illustrations and than i touched them uP with PhotoshoP.

illustrations | internshiP at fabrica benetton | 2002
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illustration cover magazine | editor: transmedia sPa  | 2006 and 2012

nino Paternolli

illustration cover for isonzo soča n°94. 
Portays nino Paternolli in 
vittoria square (gorizia).

lookink at the castle

illustration cover for

isonzo soča n°66. 

bar lovento

this illustration was a great challenge: the bar owner wanted an illustration of the interior of the room with him and his wife 
behind the counter.
after taking some Photos of the location, i draw the entire room and added the Portraits of the managers.
then i colored everything with PhotoshoP.

illustration | customer: barlovento | 2012
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food

these are two test illustrations for a 
graPhic design for a restaurant. to Paint 
them i used acrylics, watercolors, temPera 
and oil Pastels. 

illustration | internshiP at mumble design | 2014

anja

anja is a comic book Published in the magazine isonzo soča 2005-2011.
the ePisodes are over 27 and recount the adventures of anja, a young girl 
who moves in gorizia.
set in the city of gorizia and in slovenia, her adventures touching themes 
that regard the town. it is easy to recognize that some characters do really 
exist.

comics | editor: transmedia sPa | 2005-2011
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historical biograPhies

there are 6 mini biograPhies devoted to historical figures that lived in 
gorizia and slovenia: nino Paternolli, emilio mulitsch, nora gregor, 
henrik tuma, family and charles ritter favetti.
drawing them was not an easy task. in addition to an accurate historical 
record, i had to look for images and Photos from theire era as a reference 
to the design of roads, transPort, clothes and everything else.

the character i feel closer to is nora gregor who is the only female 
Protagonist of these biograPhies. a true diva of her day, her story seems to 
come straight out of a novel.

comics historical biograPhies | editor: transmedia sPa | 2013

anjce. horo, amore & cioccolato

anjce is a science fiction comic striP created in 2005 and draw with 
giacomo Pueroni and luca vergerio. the first four books were Printed by 
the cultural artefumetto, the remaining two were selfPublished. in 2012 
Proglio editions, at the lucca comics of that year, decided to collect 
all the ePisodes designed by me and to Publish them in a book of about 124 
Pages, entitled: anjce. horo, love & chocolate. for this edition i have 
comPletely redesigned the first two ePisodes, corrected some cartoons and 
dialogues, and designed a new ePisode. the cover of this edition has been 
colored by giacomo Pueroni.

anjce does not know why after dying she is reborn in a new body on an 
island adrift in the cosmos. the only thing that matters to her is to find the 
man she had loved in her life, a musician, and to do that she listens to the 
sounds in the universe hoPing that one day she will find the right one that 
will lead her back to her love.

comic book | editor: Proglo | 2012
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tel: +39 349 3508069 
miriam.blasich@libero.it
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